TRAVEL BLOG 2016
Part 2 - ALASKA & CALIFORNIA
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Saturday 17th - Cruising Alaska’s
‘Inside Passage’
Next the Alaskan cruise. Now Jill
and I are not natural large ship
cruising fodder. We like smaller vessels and had
thoroughly enjoyed our Viking River Cruise with 190
people on board several years before. This one, on
the Holland America Line Nieuw Amsterdam, part
Vancouver dock
of the American Carnival Cruise conglomerate, had
some 2000 customers and many hundreds of staff. She, the ship that is, was more or less like a ship
but still looked like a block of apartments on a hull. Our scepticism had been sharpened a couple of
weeks earlier at home when, as instructed, we set about printing our boarding passes. Gosh, oh golly,
what a lousy website. Its priority seemed to be to tell us that everything that happened while we
were on the ship would be our responsibility for which they took none. Then, to our amazement it
took us nearly two hours to complete two separate application forms as though we were actually going
to visit the USA rather than embark and disembark in Vancouver which is really in Canada. The form
was pathetic and at one stage, when it asked me something like “name your great-grandfather’s wife’s
maiden name” or something equally stupid, I suggested, grumpily, that we cancel the whole thing. I
know why they ask such stupid questions - or at least hazard a guess that it is to ensure that you, in
person, know the answers to the questions you have completed. Which is rubbish as both Jill and I
gave some fictitious name anyway!
However, getting on the boat, built in 2010, was very efficient and we were issued with our identity
card/room key/credit card composite and pointed towards our cabin. It was fine and had its own
balcony and adequate bathroom. The TV screen was flat and hung on the wall. We only used it to
watch the bow and stern video cameras from time-totime or get updated information on weather and shore
visits. Our luggage arrived soon after us showing how
well RM and the ship’s crew did this sort of thing. In
fact, getting nearly 2000 people off the ship and
another 2000 on, plus the grub and booze for all of them
for a week in six hours is a remarkable achievement.
We
unpacked
and then the
four of us
sat and had a drink watching Bombardier float planes land
and take off across the harbour. At 5.30pm, we realised
[imperceptibly] that we had cast off and were moving. It
is truly remarkable that a large 85,000 ton ‘small’ cruise
ship can ooze along driven by its twin Azipods. Without
going into too much detail, such craft are driven by

Vancouver skyline

Azipods, or rotating pods at the stern
which contain electric motors. There is no
rudder or propeller shaft and the ship is
steered and driven by these pods that have
their own propellers in front of them. The
electricity is generated by large diesels in
the engine room. Of course, a small city
with circa 3000 people on board needs a
large amount of electricity and the Nieuw
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Leaving harbour

Amsterdam has 48,000hp of diesel engines fitted
and burns 85 gallons of fuel a mile. The power also
drives the sea water filters which produce 540,000
gallons of drinking/washing water each day.
While it is called the Holland America Line, it is
in fact just a brand in the Carnival Cruise Company’s
portfolio. The Captain and Officers are actually
from the Netherlands while the majority of the
crew, including the hospitality bunch, are from

the Pacific Islands of the
Philippines and very good they
are too. For those who need to
know these things, the other
brands are AIDA Cruises,
Carnival Cruise Line, Costa
Cruises [yes, the Italian one
with the idiot captain], Fathom,
P&O Cruises, P&O Cruises

Australia, Cunard, Princess Cruises, and Seabourn. Remember,
Carnival Cruises is an American public company and is in this
business for profit so the ship loiters about when cruising and
averages only between 15 and 18 miles per hour. Enough of that
factual guff!
So what was the ship like? Well, it did everything that was
expected of it. It catered for its customers, many of a certain
age were reminded of the day of the week every time they
entered a lift. The ship boasted five restaurants
which served perfectly good food. We had been
allocated a table in the main dining room for the
duration of the trip and as one which was included in
our prepaid costs, we used it each evening. It had a
varied nightly menu where we enjoyed some excellent
meals and entertainment by the friendly waiters. For
breakfasts and lunches we used the Lido Restaurant, a
buffet-style
complex with
dishes from
Stern deck
different
denominations providing a varied choice each day. This was
also included in our deal although drinks other than
beverages, juices and sodas, had to go on our room card.
The speciality restaurants didn’t seem ‘special’ enough to
fork out extra for – maybe we’re just mean!
All the bars served perfectly good booze at all hours.
Lido indoor pool with sliding roof and bar
The entertainment musicians in bars and dancers in the
theatre did their thing very well and the ship was furnished in its own, fairly unremarkable fashion.
In fact, it is fair to say that it did everything it said it would do on the tin and was fit for purpose,
including the expensive shopping area.

Sunday 18th - Scenic cruising the Inside Passage
Cruised all day and that night through the Alaskan ‘Inside Passage’. Much of our time was spent
exploring the ship and learning the way around. Chris and Sal were way forward and our cabin was
close to the stern – luckily both on the starboard side but a very long walk between us – at least it
helped a little towards reducing the calorie intake.
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A short ‘first-day’ introductory talk was given in
the forward Crow’s Nest Observation Lounge in the
morning for travellers unaccustomed to cruising.
This large space included a library with a selection
of fiction and reference books, DVDs, board games
and monitors with keyboards for internet access.
A central bar offered refreshments to passengers
who just enjoyed watching the ship’s progress north
from the extensive seating area.
Sally and Jill elected to do a short conducted
tour of the ship’s kitchens
where some 90% of the food for
approximately 2100 passengers
and 850 crew is prepared. They
were duly impressed by the well
organised layout of work stations
and the equipment employed
for each stage of preparation,
cooking, washing-up and sorting.
For example, the ‘Soup Cook’ makes 80 gallons/300 litres at a time; weekly meat consumption is
11,830lbs and eggs used 23,040. Interestingly, with the high proportion of Phillipino crew members,
their rice intake amounts to 3,500lbs per week. Total kitchen and restaurant staff number 373.
The girls then explored the shopping mall and attended a talk by a persuasive female called
Christine, with the rather grand title of ‘Port Shopping Concierge’, who gave them the low-down on
various jewellery shops in the towns we would be visiting and handed out VIP vouchers like M&Ms
so that when they returned to where Chris and I were enjoying a beer and a chat, it put fear in our
hearts of what might be to come, especially as
Sally had won a necklace at the event and was
hoping to get some matching earrings.
An enjoyable evening meal in the dining
room brought us new company from a next
door table where they would otherwise have
been dining alone. This caused a flurry of
anxiety by the Head Waiter because of table
allocation which was obviously part of our
composite card identity. Common sense prevailed and Kevin and Judith joined us for all but one of
the remaining evenings when they decided to go
‘Speciality Dining’! Mad fools.

Monday 19th - First port of call Juneau, Capital of Alaska
Docked at Juneau promptly at 7am with
passengers being permitted to leave the ship at
8.00am for the variety of tours on offer. As
the four of us had chosen not to pre-book the
various ‘extra’ tours in each port, we enjoyed
a leisurely breakfast before taking a shuttle
bus into town. As one might expect from the
mountainous landscape, Juneau is a fairly remote town and is renowned as America’s only capital
city that is inaccessible by road. Having begun as a gold mining city, it now relies heavily on tourism
during the summer months before the winter freeze closes in. More than half of the city’s 30,000
population are employed in state and federal posts while the rest are involved in every aspect of
the tourist industry - tours, shops, restaurants, hiking etc. With the arrival of the cruise ships in
spring, all the main streets become tourist traps with virtually every shop being a jewellery outlet,
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selling gems of every colour and size
imaginable and where sales persons
try to inveigle every passer-by to give
up their money. Shopping concierge
Christine had told the girls to always
negotiate prices, especially this close
to end-of-season clearance sales.
Surprisingly, we discovered that
virtually everyone we spoke to was in
Alaska for the
summer season and went ‘home’ for the winter – only the die-hards remained
for the winter freeze. In fact, as the following week would be the end of the
Alaskan cruising season, many of
the shops were already packing
up to leave for the warmth of the Caribbean. Hardly
saw a proper resident.
Lots of shops were visited by ‘Les girls’ with Sally
intent on finding her matching pair of earrings. No
problem with choice as every counter display was jam
packed with glittering baubles and after not too long
she, with the help of Chris [and his wallet], made her
final choice. Yours truly kept well in the background,
loitering behind every conceivable pillar or doorway!
It was a stunning day and having meandered
about as far as we could go we ended up at a
waterside bar called ‘Hangar on the Wharf’,
appropriately named as, with our customary
beer, we spent time watching sea planes land
and take off with passengers for sight-seeing
flights from the jetty alongside. It was
exceedingly relaxing with a splendid view of
the surrounding mountains and our ship in the
distance. There was a surprising absence of
snow this far north but we were informed that
August had been one of the warmest on record,
but we still enjoyed a fabulous sunset view.

Tuesday 20th - Second port of call 		
								 - Skagway
Steamed further north through the night, arriving at Scagway
promptly at 7am. Once again many passengers disembarked to take
daytime tours whilst we breakfasted and then wandered the short
distance into the town passing an illuminating display of mountain
rock graffiti where we were berthed.
Skagway is at the northern end of the Inside Passage and boasts
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a population of just 1000, unlike the numbers
who were a part of the original ‘Klondike Gold Rush’
where a stampede of many thousands of ‘would-beprospectors’ arrived in 1897 after learning of gold
being found in the Yukon in 1896. There is still a
lingering ‘frontier’ feeling to the town with it’s
wide, open streets mostly uncluttered by cars. For anyone who
watched the 1990-1995 series of ‘Northern Exposure’, Scagway
really does bring to mind the imaginary town of Cicely with the
occasional moose wandering across the roadway as an ‘extra’!
Thanks to its boardwalks and historic district where many
of the original buildings have been preserved, the town has
reaped the benefit of tourism with the daily arrival of
cruise ships but doesn’t display it quite as blatantly as in
Juneau as history
has been blended
with modern needs
rather more
sympathetically and
with a more diverse

range of wares - in other words
- jewellery doesn’t dominate.
The White Pass Trail or
Chilkoot Trail is the route the
prospectors took from the
Historical Skagway

town and nowadays there is
a 110 mile narrow-gauge railway track that follows the old
trail through the mountains to Dawson carrying passengers
instead of transporting iron and zinc from area mines. [It
looks a glorious journey in the brochures but the cloud cover
made it an uninviting option that day]. By 1899 the majority
had lost everything and many their lives in the hostile
environment. Some went home but the majority stayed to
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build the railroads. Just a little of the gold rush
is still apparent if only because of the very good
museum, complete with trains that were used to take
prospectors up into the hills and a short B/W film of
very early footage and still photographs.
Unfortunately the weather had deteriorated to
give us a grey day and whilst Chris and I returned
to the ship after lunch in one of the few remaining
open restaurants, Jill and Sally continued for some
further retail therapy.

Wednesday 21st - Cruising up Glacier Bay
This was our day to cruise into the Glacier Bay National
Park. The day started [after the customery early
breakfast] at 8.30am in the Crow’s Nest Observation
Lounge on Deck 11, where Park Rangers who had
boarded earlier near Bartlett Cove, had set up maps
and information boards and gave a talk on what was so
special about the glaciers and what wildlife we might
see. Not a lot that day other than birds.
We learned that 250 years ago Glacier Bay was all
glacier and no bay, but a river of ice about 100 miles
long and thousands of feet deep. The bay is a product
of ‘The Little Ice Age’ which reached its maximum
extent in about 1750; 45 years later it had
melted back 5 miles; by 1879 it had retreated
more than 40 more miles up the bay; today
one must travel 65 miles to see the remains
of each glacier, some of which are continuing
to retreat and others are advancing. Glacier
National Park, spiritual home of the Tlingit
people, covers 3.3 million acres of mountains,
glaciers, forests and waterways, is a part of the
25 million acre World Heritage Site and is one
of the world’s largest protected areas, so
it is hardly suprising that tourism figures so
large.
The weather had continued grey and as
we slowly made our way up the long bay it
began to rain. However, we were informed
that the two previous week’s cruises had
seen nothing because of thick fog, so we
considered ourselves lucky. The Captain
had opened up access to the forward deck
and there was ample space for all to take
photographs of glaciers we passed with [very] small
icebergs floating in our wake.
At the top of the bay we cruised up Tarr Inlet
and came alongside Margerie Glacier, the largest
in this region, where the ship remained almost
stationary for nearly an hour enabling everyone to
watch several large chunks of the wall ‘calving’ and
view the impressive mass of deeply fissured ice
at leisure. Plus, of course, the many photographs
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taken – especially by our
Asian friends armed with
selfie sticks!
It was humbling to
learn that as short a
time ago as 1892 the
whole inlet had been covered by the glacier.
Margerie Glacier moves between 6-8 feet
a day so is quite rapidly declining and needs
another mini ice-age to reinstate her to her
All these photographs are of Margerie Glacier
original size!
Our return down the bay was hastened by worsening weather coming in from the Pacific and so to
avoid any unpleasant motion of the ship, we promptly headed south again towards our last port of call
and the final Gala Dinner of the cruise.

Thursday 22nd - third port of call, Ketchikan
Arrived in Ketchikan at 8am to another somewhat
grey day but bravely took to the streets of the
town for a little exploration.
Ketchikan, as with Juneau and Skagway, are
actually referred to locally as ‘cities’ but compared
to the size of cities in the EU they are much closer
to our own term of ‘town’ or even ‘village’.
The town was originally founded in 1885 as a salmon
cannery site and with the town’s livelihood initially in
fishing, it earned the title of ‘Salmon Capital of the
World.’ However, it also is known as ‘The Rain Capital of
Alaska’ with an annual average rainfall of 200 inches - it
definitely lived up to that name for our visit.
The historic Creek Street is a collection of attractive
and old,
clapboard-style
houses with
boardwalk,
built on stilts to accommodate the river below. As we
were late in the season, the water held some large salmon
that were past their ‘leaping’ days and flocks of seagulls
awaiting the rich pickings that the fish would provide
very soon. Restaurants and artisan-style shops made for
attractive photo opportunities and a tourist shopping
paradise for those eager to part with their money.
Large totem poles are abundant and figure in the town’s

culture and whilst impressive, all
looked as though they were in need
of some TLC and fresh paint!
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Friday 23rd - Cruising back to
Vancouver
Having left Ketchikan the night
before, we had another day and
night of cruising before us.
As luggage had to be outside
our doors before midnight, some
time was spent packing cases so
that we could make the most of the afternoon and our
last evening together.
We gradually left the clouds behind and were able
to enjoy some fabulous views with the ship running
close to the islands that proliferate. With a lack of
wildlife on view during much of the voyage [except for
the occasional whale], we were treated to a marvellous
final display given by seals, dolphins and whales as the
late afternoon sun was setting over a remarkably tranquil sea, all fears of troubled waters long
forgotten. Of course, one or two seals
may not have had such a good time with
the killer whales so close by. One has to
say that the very large number of photos
taken of fins and tails can only hint at what
the eye was able to see – a truly memorable sight enjoyed by
all four of us from our respective room balconies.
Our final dinner with tablemates Kevin and Judith was
lively and it was kind of
sad knowing that they
would be returning to
their home, such a long
distance away. They gave
us both New Zealand
shaped fridge magnets
and ours is a reminder of
some fun times.

Summary of cruise
Despite Jill’s and my preference for river cruising with much reduced passenger numbers, we found
sea cruising between stops was wonderful and on the higher decks one always had a great view. But
my goodness, there is still an awful lot of timber in Canada and Alaska with daily sightings of every
size of log drifting with the tides and large carpets of flotsam closer inshore.
As mentioned previously, we had the slight
disappointment in Glacier Bay, one of our
must-sees on the trip, because of the weather.
A shame as we had enjoyed such super weather
most of the time prior to that. But we did see
the remains of the glaciers and caught the odd
photo of some ‘glacier calving’ where the end
breaks off into the sea. The surprise was how
dirty the ice was after its journey down the
mountains with big streaks of soil and rocks.
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Other bits, though, had brilliant strata’s of blue.
Again, as mentioned earlier, the food on board
was very good. But, no matter which restaurant we
were in, the food nearly always arrived on our plates
relatively cold - a pity, as the waiting staff were so
helpful and friendly. The four of us decided to have
buffet breakfasts, light snacky lunches [interspersed
with cold beer] and dinner in the Manhattan Restaurant where we had been allocated a table for six.
On the first night we had it to ourselves, but thereafter we were joined by Kevin and Judith O’Hara
from New Zealand, who had been at the next table but encouraged by our gales of laughter and noisy
chomping, joined us. We also bumped into Judith in a jewellery shop which was selling off its stock
at 70% discounts. Apparently we were the penultimate cruise ship of the year. And yes - Jill did –
but thank goodness didn’t discover until we got home that the factory for the particular stone she
coveted was actually in Canmore where we had stopped on our first day in the car. Phew!
There were other entertainments and serious lectures on board, [ie. cooking, flower arranging and
photography] but Jill took the biscuit by attending eight hour-long sessions, given by a fellow called
‘John’, teaching passengers all about Microsoft Windows 10! Yes, she actually sat through eight
hours of computer gobbledegook. Time will tell, although I have to admit that she has subsequently
resolved one IT problem for me so far!
							Distance sailed: 2048 miles
Saturday 24th - Return to Vancouver
And that was the cruise that was. The day before disembarkation we were issued with luggage labels
that tagged us as ‘Lime 2’ which was naturally a bright lime colour. Cases had to be left outside the
cabin door before midnight. In the morning we met as usual for our last breakfast calorie intake and
said goodbye to Chris and Sally who were staying in Vancouver for a couple of days, originally to meet
up with Sally’s cousin who lives there but, as luck would have it, had had to return to the UK urgently
for family reasons.
Then each colour/number was called over the PA system and we filed off the ship and through
customs to find our cases neatly arranged in colour coded order - they had definitely done this
before. Jill and I were scheduled to have a limo take us from the cruise terminal to Vancouver
International Airport and sure enough, courtesy of Rocky Mountaineer, a very smart, chauffeur
driven Mercedes 500 limo sought us out and deposited us at the airport 40 minutes later. Checked-in
immediately for our twin-engine puddle-jumper aircraft journey to Sacramento via Portland Oregon.
One small problem. Twenty or so years ago, I had been given one of those very small Swiss multiknives which I had not seen since then, but wouldn’t you know, the Canadian security staff found it
nestling in one of the multitude of pockets, nooks and crannies in my Eddie Bauer soft-wall briefcase.
Jill had also inadvertently packed a rather lethal looking cooking instrument [still in its original
packaging] and opted to return to check in her hand luggage. No problem and helped to pass the wait
for our flight as well as confirming that Canadians are an efficient lot.
A rapid flight down to Portland was followed by a slightly longer one to Sacramento with only one
incident to report. I left my reading glasses in the seat pocket as we de-planed at Portland and a
very kind young lady behind one of the desks immediately nipped out to the aircraft and rescued
them for me. Then Sacramento, which on a Saturday evening in October seemed very large and very,
very empty. Our flight was early and under a different flight number, making this the one time we
could really have done with that phone! Happily, a kindly receptionist at the information desk allowed
Jill to use her phone and we were shortly re-united with
the Cousins.
Jill and Rosemary are cousins whose fathers had the
same grandfather. You work it out. She was born in Chile
where her father worked as an engineer but due to the
unsettling politics of the time, her parents decided to
relocate to California when she was nine. You can see the
family resemblance without having to do any DNA tests.
My only connection to the family - apart from marrying
Jill - is that David’s and my parents had the same first

names. How’s that for coincidence?
As usual we had a super time with them and their son Todd who has just landed a job as a pilot
with SouthWest Airlines. A boyhood dream come true.
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Sunday 25th - Lake Tajoe
We drove up to Lake Tahoe and after looking and
failing to find the restaurant that served the best
hamburger I’ve ever had some years ago, we instead
stopped at a supermarket for ready-made salads and
sat on the shores of the lake in brilliant sunshine,
having a picnic. Of course, it would have been on
the shore if the shore had not retreated by several
hundred yards due to the years of drought. On
the way back to Rocklin we were stopped for over
an hour and a half in a ‘monster’ traffic jam on the

freeway due to an accident and spent some time
chatting to a father and son team who owned and
ran their own ‘monster’ haulage trucks.

Monday 26th - Friday 31st - Rocklin, CA
Now the downside to our trip. Jill and I had both caught a viral infection, almost certainly on the
cruise ship, and it manifested itself [with great gusto] while we were with the cousins. It virtually
knocked me out and caused much coughing and spluttering and hours sleeping in the most comfortable
armchair. . . . you know what flu-like symptoms do. After we had left at the end of the week, both
David and Rosemary, Todd and his wife Natalie, came down with this bug and succumbed even worse
than we had. We later heard that Chris had got it as well as Kevin, the New Zealander, who with
his wife had taken the RM to Calgary, had to go into hospital for a night and was quarantined on the
train. What a nasty little bug that was!
Saturday 1st October - San Francisco to
Heathrow, London
Most of the rest of the week was spent feeling
pretty fragile, especially as California was
experiencing a heatwave of 101F and it was
just too hot to contemplate being outside.
David and Rosemary, in a gesture of familial
kindness, drove us from Rocklin to Sausalito
on the northern side of the Golden Gate
Bridge, where we had lunch on the shore of

Restaurant overlooking San Francisco Bay
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San Francisco Bay. Glorious day, with
fabulous views over the water and very
expensive shoreside dwellings to ogle. Love
being with the cousins and a super end to
our holiday. Then on to San Fran Airport
through unknown areas of SF old town and
an uneventful flight back to Heathrow on
a British Airways Boeing 777. I managed
to sleep for four or so hours - Jill finds it
harder - possibly because of my snoring!
Sunday 2nd - London, Gatwick

San Francisco skyline and bridge

Then we whizzed [literally] through the
formalities and onto a National Express
shuttle coach to Gatwick Airport and
another night in the executive suite at the Hilton. Jill took the Gatwick Express up to Victoria where
she had dinner with Toby and Ruth at a nearby hostelery called ‘The Marquis of Westminster’,
which I believe served them an excellent Sunday roast. As the journey had caught up with me and
I was still not feeling at all good, I stayed in our executive hotel room to watch the F1 Grand Prix in
comfort.

Monday 3rd - London to Tenerife
Next day, after a leisurely breakfast in the Executive Lounge, [thanks again Serena], we hopped on
a Monarch flight to Tenerife - just a four-hour flight this time, and then poof - home again to find
Rosemary, our neighbour, looking out for us to help with our cases, having checked plant watering
during our absence and stocked the fridge with some essentials for the evening. Thanks Rosemary.
Tuesday 4th - Home again
Up to Poochies Pet Hotel to fetch Scruffy, who jumped as if on a trampoline on seeing us. Maybe she
missed us. We certainly missed her. And then home for a leisurely afternoon to mull over our trip
and have cuddles with the pooch. Good to be home again.
CONCLUSIONS		
		
• We got through our second week in close proximity with Chris and Sally without any problems.
			Check
		
• Our antipathy to large cruise ships was not entirely removed. We like the river cruises and
			 maybe the new Viking Ocean cruises with only 900 or so people on board and Scandinavian 		
			 styling. Check
		
• Yet again we found many from the Orient were not polite or friendly. More pushing to the 		
			 front of the queue, especially at the food counters. Check
		
• Food was in the main good but too often rather too cold. Check		
		 • We love staying with the US cousins. Check
		 • We don’t like having viral infections - and neither do they! Check
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